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Chapter - 7 

Landforms  and  their   

Evolution 

Landforms:  

 Small to Medium tract or parcel of earth surface 

 Each landform has its own shape, size & is result of 

geomorphic processes 

 Landforms change due to action of geomorphic agents 

 Landform has history of development and changes 

through time – passes stages of youth, mature and old 

age 

Geomorphology:  

 History of earth surface through study of its forms, 

material and process (erosion or destruction & deposition 

or construction) 

 Geomorphic agents depends on folds, faults, joints, 

fractures, hardness and softness, permeability and 

impermeability, etc. 

 Independent controls include stability of sea level, 

tectonic stability and climate 
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Factors influencing erosion: 

1. Rock structures such as fold, fault, joints, fractures, 

hardness, softness permeability, and impermeability 

2. Stability of sea level  

3. Tectonic stability of landmass  

4. Climate  

RUNNING WATER 

1. In humid regions rainfall is heavy so running water is 

dominant agent 

2. there are two components of running water 

A. OVERLAND FLOW -SHEET EROSION  

B. LINEAR FLOW -STREAM EROSION 

Most of the erosional features are formed in upper 

course/youth full stage of the river Depositional features 

are formed in the lower course /old stage of the river 

Steep the slope more the erosion/gentle the slope more the 

deposition Vertical erosion is more in the upper course 

lateral erosion is more in the lower course 

OVERLAND FLOW:  

 it is also called as sheet erosion Depending on the 

irregularities of the surface the sheet erosion 

concentrate in to channels Due to sheer friction of the 
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water narrow channels are formed They are called 

rillsLandforms and their Evolution 

 Rills develop into gullies, gullies further deepen and 

converted into valleys In the early stages downward 

cutting makes waterfalls, cascades in the middle stages 

streams cut their beds slower and lateral erosion of 

valley sides becomes severe. Later stages, the flat valley 

is formed with monodknocks. This type of plain is called 

peneplain 

Stages Of The River 

YOUTH 

1. Less Streams 

2. Less Integration 

3. ‘V’shaped Valleys Are Common 

4. Stream Divides Are Swampy Marshy Areas 

5. Water Falls And Rapids Are Common 

MATURE 

1. More Streams 

2. More Integration Of Streams 

3. Deep ‘V’shaped Valleys 

4.Wider Flood Plains 

5. Meanders Are Present 

6. Rapids And Water Falls Disappear 
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OLD 

1.Smaller Tributaries 

2. Few In Number 

3. Flood Plains Are Common 

4. Natural Leaves And Oxbow Lakes Are Also Present 

5. Most Of The Landscape Is Just Above Sea Level. 
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POTHOLES: 

1. They are circular 

depressions 

2. formed by abrasion  

3. pebbles and boulders get 

collected in these holes and 

rotated and make depression wider and deep 

4. They keep valley deepened 5.at the foot of the water 

falls they become plunge pools 

PLUNGE POOLS: 

• Found Foot Of The 

Water Falls  

• Formed Due To Soft 

Rocks 

• They Are Below The 

Level Of River bed 

MEANDERS: 

Into oxbow lakes 

1. Lateral erosion is common in the lower course of the 

rivers 

2. Due to low kinetic energy water is changing its course 

3. Generally found in the floodplains  
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4. When meanders are found in deep and hard rocky areas 

they are called incised or entrenched meanders 

5. Same meanders develop loops which later on converted 

into oxbow lakes 

6. Sometimes they deepen the rocks and converted into 

canyons

 

RIVER TERRACES 

 Marking old valley floor They represent flood plain levels 

They may consist of stream deposits They are formed 

due to verticles erosion There may be number of formal 

floodplains If they are at the same level they are called 

paired terraces If they are found at different levels 

they are called non paired terraces Unpaired terraces 

are found in the areas of slow upliftment areas Reasons 

for the formation of river terraces 
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1. receding water after a 

peak flow 

 2. change in hydrological 

regime due to climatic 

change  

3. tectonic uplift of land  

4. sea level changes in 

case of rivers closer to 

the sea alluvial fans. 

 

 

 

ALLUVIAL PLAIN 

Formed along the river 

banks 

1. Made of alluvial soils  

2. They are divided into two 

types khaddar and bangar 

3. Khadar soils are found near the river and bangar soils are 

found away from the river 

4. They are very fertile 
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DELTAS 

 Found near by the mouth of 

the river 

 Made of fine alluvial soils 

 They are in triangular shape  

 Similar to Greek letter 

Delta  

 Divided by distributaries  

 Deposited material is stratified on the basis of size. 

Coarse material is deposited first and then fine material 

GANGA DELTA FLOOD PLAINS 

 Major landorms in the 

river deposition . 

 big boulders are 

deposited first and 

then fine material is 

carried to the longer 

distance.  

 The active flood plain is 

found in the river bank 

where as inactive flood 

plain is found above the level of river bank. The flood 

plains in deltas are called delta plains. 
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Natural levees 

 Natural levees are deposits containing mud, sand and 

stones and are formed to slope away from either side of 

the river or flood plain. 

 Raised mounds are formed near the river bank where the 

larger material is deposited and the gently sloping sides 

are a result of the smaller particles deposited away from 

the river bank  

 Levees form an important part of the United States 

infrastructure. Breaching of a levee can cause economic 

and personal losses 

 It's estimated that every county has at least one levee 

with about 43 percent population living there, so it's 

essential that these levees are maintained and 

undisturbed  
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POINT BARS: 

 they are also called as meander bars.  

 found along the convex side of meanders of large rivers. 

They are uniform in profile. if there are more then one 

ridge narrow and elongated depressions are found in 

between the point bars. 

BRAIDED CHANNEL  

 When rivers carry coarse 

material, there can be 

selective deposition of 

coarser materials causing 

formation of a central bar, 

which diverts the flow 

towards the banks; and this 

flow increases lateral erosion 

on the banks  

 As the valley widens, the 

water column is reduced and 

more and more materials are 

deposited as islands and lateral bars developing a number 

of separate channels of water flow. 
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Karst Topography  

Limestone is an organically formed sedimentary rock. In its 

pure state, limestone is made up of calcite or calcium 

carbonate but where magnesium is also present it is termed 

as dolomite. Limestone is soluble in rainwater 

Conditions for the formation of Karst Topography 

• A region with a large stretch of water-soluble rocks such 

as limestone at the surface or sub-surface level  

• Limestones should not be porous  

• These rocks should be dense, thinly bedded and well 

jointed 

 • A perennial source of water and a low water table to allow 

the formation of conspicuous features. 

 • Moderate to abundant rainfall to cause the solvent action 

of water i.e. solution of rocks 
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Mechanism of erosion in Karst region 

 In Karst regions, rocks are permeable, thinly bedded and 

highly jointed and cracked.  

 Thus there is the general absence of surface drainage as 

the surface water has gone underground  

 After vertically going down to some depth, the water 

under the ground flows horizontally through the bedding 

planes, joints or through the materials themselves. 

 Rocks are eroded due to this downward and horizontal 

movement of water 

 It is through the chemical process of solution and 

precipitation deposition by surface water and 

groundwater, varieties of landforms are developed in 

rocks like limestones or dolomites rich in calcium 

carbonate. 

Caves 

 In areas where there are 

alternating beds of rocks 

(shales, sandstones, 

quartzites) with 

limestones or dolomites in 

between or in areas where 

limestones are dense, 

massive and occurring as 

thick beds, cave formation 

is prominent. Water percolates down either through the 
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materials or through cracks and joints and moves 

horizontally along bedding planes  

 It is along these bedding planes that the limestone 

dissolves and long and narrow to wide gaps called caves 

result.  

 There can be a maze of caves at different elevations 

depending upon the limestone beds and intervening rocks.  

 Caves normally have an opening through which cave 

streams are discharged. Caves having openings at both 

the ends are called tunnels. 

Stalactite and Stalagmite  

 The water containing 

limestone in solution, seeps 

through the roof in the form 

of a continuous chain of drops 

 A portion of the roof hangs 

on the roof and on 

evaporation of water, a small deposit of limestone is left 

behind contributing to the formation of a stalactite, 

growing downwards from the roof.  

 The remaining portion of the drop falls to the floor. This 

also evaporates, leaving behind a small deposit of 

limestone aiding the formation of a stalagmite, thicker 

and flatter, rising upwards from the floor 

 Sometimes, stalactite and stalagmite join together to 

form a complete pillar known as the column 
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Glacier  

 A glacier is a large mass of ice 

that is persistently moving under 

its own weight over the land or as 

linear flows down the slopes of 

mountains in broad trough-like 

valleys 

 Glaciers are formed in the areas where the accumulation of snow 

exceeds its ablation (melting and sublimation) over many years, 

often centuries.  

 Glaciers move under the influence of the force of gravity. The 

movement of glaciers is slow, unlike water flow. Glaciers flow like 

very slow rivers 

 Their movement could be a few centimetres to a few metres a 

day or even less or more 

Types of Glaciers  

Glaciers are categorized by their morphology, thermal 

characteristics, and behaviour. Glaciers are mainly of four types –

continental glaciers, ice caps, piedmont glaciers and valley glaciers. 

1. Continental Glaciers - 

Continental glaciers are  

continuous masses of ice that are 

much larger than alpine glaciers. By 

definition, they have areas larger 

than 50,000 km2, some examples 

of Continental Glaciers are 

Antartica, Iceland, Greenland etc.  
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2. Ice caps - Ice caps are the 

covers of snow and ice on the 

mountain ranges from which the 

valley or mountain glaciers 

originate. Though they can also be 

found at the lower altitudes. Ice 

caps have an area of less than 

50,000 km2.  

3. Piedmont Glaciers - The 

piedmont glaciers form a 

continuous ice sheet at the base 

of mountains. The Malaspina 

Glacier in Alaska is one of the 

most famous examples of this type 

of glacier  

 

4. Valley Glaciers - A glacier 

that fills a valley is called a valley 

glacier. The valley glaciers are 

commonly known as Alpine Glacier 

and are found in the valleys 

created by lofty mountains such 

as Himalaya in India.   
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 Erosional Landforms 

 Cirque  

 Cirques are horseshoe 

shaped, deep, long and 

wide troughs or basins 

with very steep to 

vertically dropping high 

walls at its head as well 

as sides.  

 Cirques are often found 

along the head of Glacial Valley  

 The accumulated ice cuts these cirques while moving down 

the mountain tops  

 After the glacier melts, water fills these cirques, and 

they are known as cirque lake 

Horns 

 Horns form through 

head-ward erosion of the 

cirque walls.  

 If three or more 

radiating glaciers cut 

headward until their cirques 

meet, high, sharp pointed 

and steep-sided peaks called 

horns form.  
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Aretes 

 Arete is a narrow ridge of 

rock which separates two 

valleys 

 Aretes are typically formed 

when two glacial cirques 

erode head-wards towards 

one another  

 The divides between Cirque 

side walls or head walls get narrow because of 

progressive erosion and turn into serrated or sawtoothed 

ridges referred to as aretes with very sharp crest and a 

zig-zag outline. 

 

 

Glacial Valleys 

 Glaciated valleys are 

trough-like and U-shaped with 

wide, flat floors and relatively 

smooth, and steep sides.  

 When the glacier 

disappears, and water fills the 

deep narrow sections of the 

valley, a ribbon lake is formed 
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Fjords/Fiords 

 A fjord or fiord is a long, 

narrow and steep-sided 

inlet created by a glacier 

 They are formed where 

the lower end of a very 

deep glacial trough is 

filled with sea water 

 Fjords are common in 

Norway, Chile, and New Zealand etc.  

 

Hanging Valleys 

 A hanging valley is a 

tributary valley that is higher 

than the main valley. Hanging 

valleys are common along 

glaciated fjords and U-shaped 

valleys.  

 The main valley is eroded 

much more rapidly than the 

tributary valleys as it contains a much larger glacier • 

After the ice has melted tributary valley, therefore, 

hangs above the main valley 

 The faces of divides or spurs of such hanging valleys 

opening into main glacial valleys are quite often truncated 

to give them an appearance like triangular facets 
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 Often, waterfalls form at or near the outlet of the upper 

valley  

 Thus, the hanging valley may form a natural head of water 

for generating hydroelectric power 

Depositional Landforms 

 Outwash plains  

 An outwash plain is a plain at the foot of the glacial 

mountain 

 They are made up of fluvioglacial sediments, washed out 

from the terminal moraines by the streams and channels 

of the stagnant ice mass.  

 As it flows, the glacier grinds the underlying rock surface 

and carries the debris along. 

 When the glacier reaches its lowest point and melts, it 

leaves behind a stratified deposition material, consisting 

of rock debris, clay, sand, gravel etc. with larger boulders 

being deposited near the terminal moraine, and smaller 

particles travelling further before being deposited. 

 The stratified surface thus formed is called as an 

outwash plain and a downward extension of the deposited 

finer particles and clay material is called valley train. 
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Moraines  

 The unassorted coarse and fine debris dropped by the 

melting glaciers is called glacial till 

 The long ridges of deposits of these glacial till is called 

as Moraines 

 Depending on its position, moraines are classified into be 

ground, lateral, medial and terminal moraine. 

 Terminal Moraines - Terminal moraines are long ridges of 

debris deposited at the end (toe) of the glaciers. 

 Lateral Moraines - Lateral moraines form along the sides 

parallel to the glacial valleys. These moraines partly or 

fully owe their origin to glaciofluvial waters pushing up 

materials to the sides of glaciers. 

 There can be many lateral moraines on either side in a 

glacial valley. The lateral moraines may join a terminal 

moraine forming a horse-shoe shaped ridge 

 Ground Moraines - Many valley glaciers retreating rapidly 

leave an irregular sheet of till over their valley floors. 

Such deposits varying greatly in thickness and in surface 

topography are called ground moraines 

 Medial Moraines - The moraine in the centre of the 

glacial valley flanked by lateral moraines is called medial 

moraine. They are imperfectly formed as compared to 

lateral moraines 

 Sometimes medial moraines are indistinguishable from 

ground moraines. 
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Eskers  

 An esker is a long, winding sinuous ridge of stratified 

sand and gravel  

 Eskers are frequently several kilometres long and, 

because of their peculiar uniform shape, are somewhat 

like railway embankments  

 When glaciers melt in summer, the water flows on the 

surface of the ice or seeps down along the margins or 

even moves through holes in the ice 

 These waters accumulate beneath the glacier and flow 

like streams in a channel beneath the ice 

 Such streams flow over the ground with ice forming its 

banks.  

 The stream underneath carries coarse materials such as 

boulders, blocks which gets deposited in the bed and 

when the glacier melts the deposits forms a sinuous ridge 

called eskers. 

Drumlins 

 Drumlins are smooth oval shaped ridge-like features 

composed mainly of glacial till with some masses of gravel 

and sand.  

 The drumlins form due to the dumping of rock debris 

beneath heavily loaded ice through fissures in the glacier.  

 The long axes of drumlins are parallel to the direction of 

ice movement. 
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 They may measure up to 1000m in length and 30-35 m or 

so in height 

 One end of the drumlins facing the glacier called the 

stoss end is blunter and steeper than the other end 

called the tail. 

Marine landforms 

 The Coastal Landforms are formed by the constant action 

of the waves, tides, and currents. The coastline under the 

influence of these denudational agents changes the coastal 

landforms and gives shapes to various types of marine 

landform features 

Agents of Erosion  

Waves 

 Waves accomplish most 

of the changes along 

the coasts. 

 Constant impact of 

breaking waves 

drastically affects the 

coasts.  

 When waves break, the water is thrown with great force 

onto the shore, and simultaneously, there is a great 

churning of sediments on the sea bottom. 
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 Storm waves and tsunami waves can cause far-reaching 

changes in a short period of time than normal breaking 

waves. 

 On calm days, when winds are slight, waves do little 

damage to the shoreline and may instead help to build up 

beaches and other depositional features. 

Tides and Currents  

 Tides and Currents, on 

contact with the 

shores, make very little 

direct attack on the 

coastline 

 Tides affect marine 

erosion mainly by 

extending a line of erosion into a zone of erosion. This 

zone correspond to the area between the low water level 

and the high water level  

 Currents help to move eroded debris and deposit it as 

silt, sand and gravel along the coasts 

The mechanism of marine erosion  

The rate of marine erosion depends on the nature of rocks, 

the amount of rock exposed to the sea, the effects of tides 

and currents, and human interference. Marine agents of 

erosion operate in the following ways to transform the 

coastal landscape 
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Corrasion                                               

Corrasion is a process of mechanical erosion. Waves armed 

with rock debris break on cliff faces and slowly erode it. 

On-coming currents and tides complete the work by 

sweeping the eroded material into the sea. 

Attrition - Attrition occurs when waves cause loose pieces 

of rock debris such as boulders, pebbles, shingle and fine 

sand, to collide with each other. Under attrition, these 

materials are broken down into finer, smaller and rounder 

particles which are largely responsible for the fine sand 

that forms the beaches 

Hydraulic action in their forward surge, waves splashing 

against the coast may enter joints and crevices in the rocks. 

The air trapped inside is immediately compressed. When the 

waves retreat, the compressed air expands with explosive 

violence. Such repeated action causes enlargements of the 

cracks and rock fragments are prised apart 

Solvent action this refers to chemical erosion of rocks. 

This process is limited to limestone coasts. On limestone 

coasts, the solvent action of seawater on calcium carbonate 

sets up chemical changes in the rocks and disintegration 

takes place. 

Types of Coasts  

 Other than the action of waves, the coastal landforms 

depend upon the configuration of land and sea floor and 
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whether the coast is advancing (emerging) seaward or 

retreating (submerging) landward 

 There are different types of coastlines based on a great 

variety of coastal features. However, it is important to 

discuss, two types of coasts (assuming sea level to be 

constant) to explain the concept of evolution of coastal 

landforms:  

1. Submerged coasts (high, rocky coasts) 

 2. Emerged coasts (low, smooth and gently sloping 

sedimentary coasts) 

Submerged coasts  

 Submerged coasts are found either because of the 

sinking of the land or due to the rise of the sea  

 The coasts are rocky and river appears to have drowned 

in the sea creating estuaries.  

 Erosional landforms dominate coastal landform and 

depositional landforms are absent 

 Along high rocky coasts, waves break with great force 

against the land shaping the hill-sides into cliffs, which 

further develops a wave-cut platform, caves etc 

 . • As the erosion along the coast takes place a good 

supply material becomes available to longshore currents 

and waves to deposit them as beaches, bars, spits etc. 

Emerged Coasts 
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 Emerged coasts are found due to either uplift of the 

land or fall in the sea level  

 They are less common • Along, the low sedimentary 

coasts the rivers appear to extend their length by 

building coastal plains and deltas 

 The coastline appears smooth with occasional 

incursions of water in the form of lagoons and tidal 

creeks.  

 The land slopes gently into the water. • Marshes and 

swamps may abound along the coasts 

 Depositional features dominate. 

 When waves break over a gently sloping sedimentary 

coast, the bottom sediments get churned and move 

readily building bars, barrier bars, spits and lagoons 

 The maintenance of these depositional features 

depends upon the steady supply of materials 

 Large rivers which bring lots of sediments build deltas 

along low sedimentary coasts. 

 

Marine Landforms  

Erosional landforms 
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Sea cliffs 

 The most widespread landforms of erosional coasts are 

sea cliffs.  

 Generally, any very steep rock face adjoining the coast 

forms a cliff  

 Almost all sea cliffs are steep and may range from a few 

m to 30 m or even more 

 .• Their steep nature is the result of wave-induced 

erosion near sea level and the subsequent collapse of 

rocks at a higher elevation 

 At the base of the cliff, the sea cuts a notch, which 

gradually undermines the cliff so that it collapses 

 The best-known cliffs are the Chalk cliffs of the English 

channel and the White Cliffs of Dover 

Wave-cut platforms 

 When the sea waves strike against a cliff, the cliff gets 

eroded gradually and retreats 

  With constant pounding by waves, as the cliffs recede, 

an eroded base is left behind, called a wave-cut platform. 

 The waves level out these platforms to create a flat 

surface 

 Such surfaces may measure from a few metres to 

hundreds of metres wide and extend to the base of the 

adjacent cliff. 

Sea caves  
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 Prolonged attack of waves against the base of the cliff 

and the rock debris that gets smashed against the cliff 

along with lashing waves create holes in regions of 

weakness and 

 These holes get further widened and deepened to form 

sea caves.  

 Example Flamborough head, England 

Sea arches 

 When two caves approach one another from either side 

of a headland and unite, they form a bridge like 

structure, known as arch 

 These archways may have an arcuate or rectangular 

shape, with the opening extending below water level.  

 The height of an arch can be up to tens of metres above 

sea level.  

 It is common for sea arches to form when the waves 

attack a rock- form from two opposite sides, the 

differential erosion 

 Example the Neddle Eye near Wick, Scotland 

Sea Stack  

 Continued erosion, under the attack of the wave, can 

result in the total collapse of an arch 

 The seaward portion of headland will remain as an 

isolated pillar of rock known as stack  
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 Like all other features, sea stacks is also temporary and 

eventually, the stack will also disappear 

Stump  

 The stack is gradually eroded, leaving behind only the 

stump  

 Stumps are only just visible above the sea level  

Blow holes  

 The occasional splashing of the waves against the roof of 

a cave may enlarge the joints when compressed air is 

trapped inside 

 A natural shaft is thus formed which may eventually 

pierce through the surface 

 Waves breaking into the cave may force blasts of water 

from the top  

 Such shaft is termed as Blow-hole or Gloup .  

 Example Holborn Head, Scotland 

Geos  

 The enlargement of blow-holes and the continued action 

of waves weaken the cave roof. 

 When the roof collapses a long, narrow inlet or creek 

develops. 

 Such long and deep clefts are called Geos  

 Example the Wife Geo, Scotland 
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Depositional landforms  

Beaches  

 Beaches are characteristic of shorelines that are 

dominated by deposition but may occur as patches along 

even the rugged shores.  

 Sands and gravels loosened from the land are moved by 

waves to be deposited along the shore as beaches 

 Most of the sediment making up the beaches comes from 

land carried by the streams and rivers or from wave 

erosion.  

 Most of the beaches are made up of sand sized materials. 

Beaches called shingle beaches contain excessively small 

pebbles and even cobbles. 

 Beaches are temporary features. 
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Dunes  

 Just behind the beach, the coastal sands lifted and 

winnowed from over the beach surfaces will be deposited 

as sand dunes.  

 On shore, winds play a major part in the formation of 

these dunes 

 Sand dunes forming long ridges parallel to the coastline 

are very common along low sedimentary coasts.  

 Sand dunes are common in the coasts of Belgium, 

Denmark and the Netherlands  
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Bars  

 When a ridge of sand and shingle formed in the sea in the 

off-shore zone (from the position of low tide waterline to 

seaward), it is called a bar  

 The off-shore bars and barriers commonly form across 

the mouth of a river or at the entrance of a bay 

 Bars are submerged features and when bars show up 

above water, they are called barrier bars.  

 Generally, bars are approximately parallel to the coast 

Tombolo 

 Tombolo joins two landmasses by a connecting bar  

 The tombolo is a deposition landform in which an island is 

attached to the mainland by a narrow piece of lands such 

as a spit or bar.  

 A tombolo is a sandy isthmus.  

 An example of Tombolo can be found in Chesil beach in 

England which links the Isle of Portland with mainland 

Barriers  

 An off-shore bar which is exposed due to further 

addition of sand is termed a barrier bar 

 The off-shore bars and barriers commonly form across 

the mouth of a river or at the entrance of a bay. 

 They usually occur in chains  

 They are subject to change during storms and other 

action, but absorb energy and protect the coastlines and 
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create areas of protected waters where wetlands may 

flourish 

Spits  

 Barrier bar which gets keyed up to the headland of a bay 

is called a spit 

 . • Spits are projected depositional landforms with one 

end attached to the land and the other end projecting 

into the sea  

 Spits may also develop attached to headlands/hills.  

 The mode of formation of spit is similar to a bar or 

barrier 

 . • A shorter spit with one end curved towards the land is 

called a hook.  

 When barrier bars and spits form at the mouth of a bay 

and block it, a lagoon forms. 

 The lagoons would gradually get filled up by sediments 

from the land giving rise to a coastal plain. 

 


